For more than thirty years, Radical History Review has stood at the point where rigorous historical scholarship and active political engagement converge.

Articles in RHR address issues of gender, race, sexuality, imperialism, and class, stretching the boundaries of historical analysis to explore Western and non-Western histories.

Sign up for table-of-contents and keyword alerts at rhr.dukejournals.org/cgi/alerts.
New to Duke University Press in 2015

JMEWS • Journal of Middle East Women’s Studies

JMEWS is the official publication of the Association for Middle East Women's Studies. This interdisciplinary journal advances the fields of Middle East gender, sexuality, and women's studies through the contributions of academics, artists, and activists from around the globe in the interpretive social sciences and humanities. JMEWS publishes area-specific research informed by transnational feminist, sexuality, masculinity, and cultural theories and scholarship.

miriam cooke, Banu Gökarıksel, and Frances Hasso, editors

Subscribe today!
Three issues annually

Individuals
print and electronic, $75 | electronic only, $55

Retirees, independent scholars, or individuals in low-income nations
print and electronic, $50 | electronic only, $30

Students or activists
print and electronic, $35 | electronic only, $15

To subscribe, please visit dukeupress.edu/jmews.